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WaveJet is a patented personal water propulsion (PWP) 

system designed for use in a range of personal watercraft. 

Capable of 20 pounds of thrust, WaveJet has a continuous 

run-time of up to 60 minutes and recharges in a standard 

wall socket. Operated from a wireless wrist controller, the 

WaveJet system leaves your hands and feet free to ride 

your board in a normal fashion. You can move faster and 

conserve strength for when you need it most.

WaveJet’s revolutionary, performance-enhancing 

technology lets you go where no one else can go and do 

things no one else can do. Surfers spend more time riding. 

Kayakers have a power source beyond their paddles. 

SUPers get up and running immediately and push the 

limits of their board’s capabilities. Lifeguards save more 

lives. WaveJet makes the most out of the time you spend 

in water and puts you where the action is. Fast. WaveJet 

lets you break free.



BODYBOARD 7’1” BIG GUY TRI SHORTBOARD 6’ 6” PERFORMANCE SHORTBOARD

THE LINEUP

Recently featured in:



9’ 0” LONGBOARD 9’ 6” LONGBOARD 10’ 0” LONGBOARD 



10’ 0” WALDEN SUP 10’ 6” WALDEN SUP 11’ 0” PAU HANA BIG EZ



11’ 0” RESCUE BOARD10’ 4” GUN



TECHN

WaveJet is a complete water propulsion system that 

includes your board, WaveJet power pod, blank pod 

for non-powered use, wrist controller, and charging 

station that lets you refresh the battery via a standard 

wall socket or car lighter.

WaveJet’s twin jet motors are powered by lithium ion 

batteries and controlled remotely by a simple on-off 

button that utilizes Seatooth® technology worn on 

the wrist or arm. If you become separated from 

your board, the Seatooth® communication 

disconnects with the wrist controller. This is 

recognized by the motor which will then shut 

down automatically.

WaveJet provides up to 60 minutes of continuous 

run-time, translating into hours of surfing or paddling. 

WaveJet is both extremely simple to use and 

incredibly effective at catching waves and helping 

paddlers to harness greater power in the water, 

enhancing their experience.
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Surfboards (Long and Short)

WaveJet surfboards are developed by leading industry 

shapers and come in a number of sizes. WaveJet 

surfboards assist surfers in paddling out, connecting 

sections, surfing on smaller days when everyone else stays 

home and paddling into big waves without a tow-in.

SUP

WaveJet stand up paddleboards are developed by leading 

industry shapers, Steve Walden of Walden Surfboards and 

Todd Caranto of Pau Hana Surf Supply, and are available in 

a number of sizes. WaveJet SUPs assist paddlers in moving 

on the fastest of currents, catching waves, or touring in any 

type of condition.

Rescue Board

WaveJet rescue boards have been tested nationally 

and can enable lifeguards to reach, rescue and return in 

half the time of a non-powered board.

Additional Applications

Additional WaveJet products in development include 

kayaks, inflatables, DPVs and small boats.
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GARRETT MCNAMARA CORY LOPEZ

MIKE RAILEY - CEO MICHAEL VLOCK

JESSE BILLAUER
Garrett McNamara’s life mission is 

to catch the biggest and best waves 

on the planet. He is one of only two 

human beings ever to ride tsunami 

waves generated by calving glaciers 

in Alaska. He has gone deeper in 

the barrel than anyone has ever gone at Teahupoo. 

And the list goes on. Garrett started stand up paddle 

surfing, taking SUPs big-wave venues like Waimea, 

Puerto Escondido, even Mavericks. In June of 2009, 

the ISA invited Garrett to compete in the World Stand 

Up Paddle Surfing Championship. Garrett was named 

a Global Brand Ambassador for WaveJet in early 

2011. In early 2012, Guinness World Records entered 

McNamara into the book for surfing the largest wave 

ever, surfing a 78-foot wave at Nazaré, Portugal.

Cory Lopez is a prodigious goofy-

footer known for his fearless tube 

riding at venues like Teahupoo and 

Pipeline, as well as his innovative, 

high-flying aerials above the wave. 

Cory’s major wins include: three-

time X Games Gold Medalist; U.S. Open of Surfing 

Champion; Billabong Pro Tahiti Champion; Globe SI 

Pro Champion; Gold & Silver Medalist at the Olympic 

(IOC) recognized ISA World Championships and 

numerous top finishes around the world. A two-time 

Surfer Mag “Guts for Glory” winner for his exploits at 

Teahupoo, Tahiti, Cory has been ranked as high as #1 

on the ASP World Tour, with a final season best of #3. 

An entrepreneur, Lopez is owner of Nekton Surf Shop 

in his hometown of Indian Rocks Beach, Florida.

In the late 90s, Mike Railey tried his hand at tow-in surfing, 

and wondered if it was possible to miniaturize the jet drive 

technology used in personal watercraft to make it fit ordinary 

surfboards. Powered boards had been around since the 60s, 

but had always been too heavy for any kind of real performance. 

Mike believed he had a better solution and began experimenting 

with lightweight propulsion. He created numerous prototypes and applied for a 

patent that was published in 2007. Since then, WaveJet has been adopted by top 

surfers, industry leaders and lifeguards, and has gotten rave reviews. Launching in 

surfboards, bodyboards, rescue boards and SUPs in late 2012, WaveJet is poised 

to revolutionize personal watercraft of all kinds.

Chairman of WaveJet Propulsion, Michael Vlock manages 

investments for the Pritzker/Vlock family office. The enterprise 

owns and manages a broad portfolio of public equities, 

consumer, biotech, industrial and medical equipment and 

technology businesses, several venture funds, and real estate. 

He also has substantial ownership interest in Global Hyatt 

Corporation and private equity interests in TransUnion LLC, Triton Container 

International Corporation and the Marmon Group. Mr. Vlock and his wife, Karen 

Pritzker, are involved in numerous national philanthropic efforts individually and 

through their family foundation with emphasis on literacy, education, medicine, 

theatre and land preservation.

Jesse Billauer is a professional 

surfer and inspirational speaker. 

A California native, Jesse suffered a 

surfing accident in 1996 that resulted 

in a full spinal cord injury, leaving 

him a quadriplegic. Unwilling to 

be kept down by this challenge, Jesse founded the 

non-profit organization, Life Rolls On and has gone on 

to fulfill his dream as a professional surfer while also 

working with and inspiring athletes all over the world. 

With the help of WaveJet technology, Jesse has begun 

taking his surfing to a new level of independence and 

achievement. Jesse currently serves as Director of 

National Outreach for Life Rolls On, now part of the 

Christopher and Dana Reeve Foundation, and resides 

in Southern California. 
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